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Greens-to-Go replaces Bene Pizza
by Christine Rindleisch
News Editor
@longwoodrotunda
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Greens-to-Go, an Aramark-managed staion, introduced healthier opions in the Lancer Café.

14 Men’s basketball

Lancers endured inconsistent Big South play
while students were away

Tristan Penna

On Friday, Jan. 20 at noon, Greens-to-Go replaced Bene
Pizza as a result of feedback from a survey taken by students
in fall 2016 and a decrease in sales at Bene Pizza.
Senior Director of Longwood Dining Services Grant
Avent described the decrease in overall traic at Bene Pizza
that started in 2013 when the brick oven pizza station was
placed in Dorrill Dining Hall.
He added, “And when the post oice closed, it really

started dropping of. It was our slowest business. It was
doing the least sales of anything.”
Greens-to-Go ofers a variety of diferent salads along
with a “make-your-own” option, allowing students to
personalize their salad. Also included on the menu will be
grilled salmon, grilled chicken, fried chicken, grilled beef
and tofu, according to Avent.
— GREENS-TO-GO, continued on page 4
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The Richmond Symphony will coninue its annual performances in Farmville, returnng to Longwood on Feb. 3.
by Cassandra Maddox
News Staff
@longwoodrotunda

he Richmond Symphony will perform at
Longwood University on Friday, Feb. 3 at 7:30 p.m.
in Jarman Auditorium, as stated in a press release
by Communications and Media Relations Director
Matthew McWilliams.
Many students and professors at Longwood are
greatly inluenced by the symphony, including Dr.
Charles Kinzer, who is a professor of music history
and provides music lessons for the clarinet and
saxophone at Longwood.
“(he concert is) a signiicant addition to the
cultural life at Longwood University,” said Kinzer.
He said listening to the Richmond Symphony
perform is very unique and distinct from music that
students and professors regularly listen to, such as
pop music from the radio. He attended one of the
symphony’s performances last year.
Kinzer listened to the Richmond Symphony
perform “Manfred Symphony” by the classical music
composer Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, which was a
piece he had never heard before until then. He was
captivated by the performance and described it as a
wonderful piece that told the story of Manfred from
English literature.
“hey played it really well,” Kinzer said. “heir (the
symphony) music can carry you away like a movie or
novel.”
he concert will include pieces by Rossini,

Beethoven and Dan Visconti, and will feature
Grammy Award-winning guitarist Jason Vieaux,
according to the press release.
Kinzer pointed out that many students, not just
those who are majoring in music, annually enjoy
their performances. He said seeing the symphony
performance can give students, especially those
who play musical instruments, a chance to see
professionals “in action.”
It was also mentioned by Kinzer that many students
make personal connections with the Richmond
Symphony as well as students having the ability to
incorporate their listening and observational skills
throughout the performances.
Kinzer stated that many students show support
for the symphony and consider listening to their
performaces “a new experience.”
Tickets are on sale for $20 as of Jan. 18 located at
the Longwood Box Oice and may be reserved by
phone at 434-395-2474, or purchased online (http://
www.longwoodtickets.com) or in person, according
to the press release.
he irst 200 Longwood students to reserve tickets
will be admitted for free, according to the press
release.

Jan. 23, 2017
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Library to extend hours next fall
Additional hours will provide more shifts for student workers

T H E R O T U N D A (F I L E P H O T O)

Ater muliple talks between SGA senator Kevin Napier and Dean of Greendwood Library Brent
Roberts, the library will extend its hours to 2 a.m. from Sunday to Thursday beginning in the fall.
by Christine Rindleisch
News Editor
@longwoodrotunda

he Greenwood Library will be extending
its hours, starting fall 2017, to accommodate
students looking for later hours to study.
“In response to a request by the students,
we will be extending our hours (from)
Sunday night through hursday night in
the fall. Currently, we close at midnight,
and starting in fall 2017, we will be open
until 2 a.m.,” said Brent Roberts, dean of
the Greenwood library.
Kevin Napier, a junior kinesiology major,
who has also been working with Roberts
on behalf of the Student Government
Association (SGA) to make this happen
said, “I really want to commend Dean
Roberts and his staf for trying to help the
student body as a whole.”

Roberts said, “We (the library) are
very sympathetic to our students, and I
know that our students, they’re incredible
students, they’re citizen scholars and not
only that but many of them have part time,
almost full time jobs, they’re taking a full
course load and then they’re involved in
activities, and sometimes we see students
coming in at 10 (p.m.) at night and that’s
the irst time of the day to start to get to
their homework and projects.”
“Kevin has been very open and
communicative with me, and I have
appreciated that connection with SGA,” he
added.
Napier, along with the SGA, drafted
a resolution at the end of last semester

requesting Roberts to look into the logistics
of increasing the facility hours.
Roberts said delaying the hour extension
until fall 2017 would allow the library to
reach out to other libraries to facilitate the
transition.
“We decided that I wanted a little bit
of time to one reach out to these other
libraries and see if there’s any consistent
best practices or standards in the area of
library building access and also give us
some time to hire additional students to
make the staing transition,” he said.
Roberts has reached out to numerous other
academic libraries to ask how they handle
an increase in hours, learning students
usually staf those additional shifts.
“At this point that is the model that we
are planning to model. hey will be here
and take responsibility for the building
and close up the library at 2 a.m.,” said
Roberts. “In order to handle these extended
hours, we are going to be hiring more
student workers, and if there are folks out
there interested, please watch the student
employment website.”
he students staing those hours will
receive a pay diferential for working the
later hours of the library, according to
Roberts.
hose hired students in the upcoming
months will receive additional training to
take on the increased responsibility with
closing the library with no full-time staf
members present, according to Roberts.
“Another cost will be custodial, and I’ve
been talking with people on campus about
those custodial needs that we will have.
Even now, Greenwood Library is one of
the busiest, most hopping places on this
beautiful campus, and when we are open
till 2 a.m., those are just additional hours.
here will be people here that will be here
eating and drinking,” said Roberts.
Additionally, the cost of utilities will
increase to supply the additional hours,
according to Roberts.
In terms of transportation, the Farmville
Area Bus (FAB) stops running at 12:35
a.m. according to farmvilleva.com.

“hose students who are there after
midnight would either have to live close
by or provide their own transportation,
as many students do. So, it may not be a
problem,” said Roberts.
Roberts has reached out to Longwood
Chief of Police Col. Robert Beach to discuss
the safety and security of the building at
later hours. here have been discussions
regarding the increase of security cameras
throughout the library, according to
Roberts.
“he previous dean of the library (Suzy
Palmer) had inquired about cameras and
had a quote of around $50,000 to install
additional security cameras at multiple
points in the library,” said Roberts.
“We had some early conversations about
the feasibility of 24-hour access, and at this
point that would seem to really present some
challenges,” said Roberts. “So, that’s really
going to be something that we access and
monitor very closely we will be watching.”
In addition to expanding its hours, the
library has already made some changes due
to requests from students.
“hey asked for some study room. We
cleared out three rooms that were used as
storage to create newly accessible study
rooms, and we are in the process of getting
quotes on expanding electrical access,” said
Roberts.
Napier said, “It’s really important to have
a space like the library available to students
to get their studies done in a reasonable
manner.”
In addition to the study rooms, Roberts
said the library is partnering with the
university’s Digital Education Collaborative
to get new computers with a “maker space.”
“hat is a creative tinkering space,” he
said. “It is a space to focus on technology,
so some 3D printers, some robotics, some
other coding and programming tools that
we think will give students an opportunity
to come in and be creative.”
Continue to follow he Rotunda for more
updates.
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—GREENS-TO-GO, continued from front page

TAY L O R O’B E R RY | T H E R OT U N DA

Additionally, Greens-to-Go ofers students the option to
have their salad made into a wrap or latbread.
“It’s deinitely much more extensive and much more of
a premium salad. It’s not like we took a salad bar from

upstairs and just dropped it in, it’s a whole diferent concept
type of salad,” said Ashley Jones, marketing assistant for
Longwood Dining Services.
Jones also added there will be a featured salad each week.

SPEAK

UP!

Grant acknowledged the backlash over the announcement
of the change, but felt that students were unaware of the
level of quality Greens-to-Go provided along with the
price point.
“he price point was also something that we looked at
because we wanted it to it into the budget for the students,
and the price point is between around $5 to the highest
salad being under $7,” said Avent.
Avent also said choosing to have double protein will
increase the price outside of the given range.
According to the university website, the student union
will only host food options for another two years, given
that the construction of the new Student Success Center
is underway and set to be completed in the Spring of 2019.
“We don’t want to completely change the café for two
years. We want to make it something that we can transition
fairly easily,” said Avent.
he idea of a healthier food option for students being
placed in the student union was presented by Avent to Vice
President of Student Afairs Dr. Tim Pierson, along with a
“Dine With the Directors” event last fall.
Jones said, “Once they see what we have put in, I don’t
think there will be much complaining.”
“We think this is going to draw more traic back to
the café and give the students what they wanted as far as
healthier options,” said Avent.
Avent added, “here is no real cost to Longwood. here
is some cost for Aramark for Longwood Dining Services to
do this, but we looked at something since it is only for two
years. that would have less of an impact.”
According to Avent, if the Greens-to-Go is a success then
there may be consideration for it to be placed in the new
Student Success Center.

When: Wednesday, Feb. 8
Where: In front of Chi Fountain
What: Tell The Rotunda your thoughts
on national and campus news, get
information from other student organizations and learn about joining the
staff, all while jamming to music from
WMLU.
Contact: therotundaonline@gmail.com

Jan. 23, 2017
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Transfers of
Longwood
by Rebecca Hufine
Contributor
@longwoodrotunda

Longwood University began the 2017-18 year as a home
to 4,574 undergraduate students. While the number of
transfer students for this academic year is unknown, the
State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV)
research database showed nearly 300 transfer students have
enrolled at Longwood each year from 2013-16.
Transfer students who have already obtained credits from
other institutions are considered, on the condition that
they have maintained at least a 2.5 GPA, according to the
university’s website.
As transfers make up a small population of the campus’s
student body, at times they can be ignored. Following
the spring semester transfer student orientation, held on
Tuesday, Jan. 17, he Rotunda reached out to multiple
transfer students to share their experiences and advice with
the new students in this special edition of the “Humans of
Longwood” series.
Christian Fox, Longwood communication studies
senior
Following high school, Christian Fox attended Limestone
College in Gafney, S.C. Limestone is a small, private fouryear college where Fox competed in both cross country and
track and ield on a scholarship.
During his freshman year, a lower back injury while
running indoor track presented Fox with a diicult
decision. He felt that even with recovery, the injury that he
has sustained would make it diicult for him to continue to
run at the same competitive level. When faced with a choice
to transfer, Fox picked Longwood. He said he had his eye
on Longwood while in high school, so with transferring on
the horizon, Fox moved to Farmville.
Fox said he felt like he missed the irst year experience
to an extent, but fortunately, he already had some friends
attending Longwood who helped him acclimate to the
campus community. He never lived on campus as a transfer
because he was placed in the Longwood Village when he
irst arrived his sophomore year. He attended an LSEM
transfer group a few times, but was not required to go.
Compared to his experience within Limestone’s
population of 1,227 students, Fox sees new faces at
Longwood and said he can go a couple days without seeing
someone that he knows while just walking to his Digital
Media classes.
Courtney Driscoll, Longwood graphic design junior

COURTESY OF COURTNEY DRISCOLL

COURTESY OF CHRISTIAN FOX

Courtney Driscoll, a transfer student and graphic design junior

Chrisian Fox, a transfer student in communicaion studies

Courtney Driscoll began her pursuit of higher education
at homas Nelson Community College near her home in
Williamsburg, Va. With a ‘94 Longwood alumnus father,
she recalled visiting the university with her family at eight
years old. More recently, however, she visited her cousin at
Longwood, who graduated in 2015.
Driscoll said it was then when she simply fell in love with
the campus and decided that transferring to Longwood
would be the best it for her to inish her bachelor’s degree.
When she irst transferred, she said she felt academically
challenged by her new graphic design courses, but continued
to improve during her second semester as a Lancer. Since
coming to Longwood, she said she also now works part
time as a junior event manager for Longwood’s Oice of
Conference & Event Services.
Driscoll said she felt as though she missed out on meeting
some initial college friends as she came to school with her
associate’s degree already under her belt and immediately
moved out to the of-campus Sunchase apartment complex.
She said her advice to other transfer students would be
to look into groups and to not be afraid to put yourself out
there to meet new people.
Driscoll said, “Longwood always ofers something you
can get involved with. Just take a chance, and see what
happens.”

expectations of the student, Longwood included,” Miller
said. “However, as with most things, it only took time and
efort to adjust to a new pace. So overall, the transition was
relatively smooth.”
To aid the transition for other transfer students, Miller
said she stresses the importance of meeting with Longwood
advisers to make certain that your schedule for graduation
is accurate and possible.
“Longwood, as is the case with many universities with
high repute, has speciic class requirements and things that
must be done a certain way in order to graduate on time,”
she said. “Disregard these requirements, and you might call
Longwood your ‘home away from home’ longer than you
expected. Be diligent enough to make certain things are
in order before transferring, and you will have a very easy
transition.”

Heidi Miller, Longwood liberal studies junior
Growing up, Heidi Miller was homeschooled and began
her journey to become a teacher by attending Lord Fairfax
Community College in Fauquier County, Va.
According to Miller, Longwood’s reputation for the best
teacher education and relatively afordable tuition fueled
her to choice to transfer, joining the Longwood community
to complete the rest of her courses and gain accredited
licensure to teach.
“Transitioning from any community college to a
university is slightly academically challenging. University
classes usually ofer more rigorous classes and have higher

Leigha Truini, Longwood music education junior
Large class sizes and a lack of personal attention from
professors at James Madison University prompted Leigha
Truini to transfer to Longwood. Within Longwood’s
music department, Truini said she enjoys performing with
a couple of ensembles at Longwood.
he close knit community and helpful, friendly faculty
members are some of the reasons why she chose to transfer
to Longwood. Truini said while she never lived on campus,
she has always felt welcomed by friends from all majors and
class years.
Initially, she found the workload to be a little more
challenging, but overall, making the transition after
transferring was relatively smooth for Truini thanks to
completing several credits at James Madison.
“Transferring to Longwood has been a great experience
so far. I have met plenty of great people, and the professors
are more than happy to help you whenever you need it,”
said Truini. “he community is wonderful, and there are
plenty of ways to get involved and have fun.”
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Mountains by day, economics by night
Students relected on their time abroad in Costa Rica over winter break

C O U R T E S Y O F K RY S TA J E W E T T E

A group of 14 Longwood students traveled to Costa Rica for 10 days, researching and experiencing the economic
efects of tourism in the country.

C O U R T E S Y O F K RY S TA J E W E T T E |

Students visited Misico Arenal Hanging Bridges Park during the trip,
looking at the park’s biodiversity from the bridges above.

by Rae Mundie
Features Staff
@rjmundie

Fourteen Longwood students started the new year
participating in a ten-day study abroad program to Costa
Rica. From Jan. 3-13, the students went hiking and visited
the beaches, while also observing the diferences between
the Costa Rican economy and culture and the United
States’.
he educational portion of the program focused on
economic development, tourism and sustainability in
Costa Rica, and simultaneously broadened some students’
perspectives on their own lives.
“Because of this trip, I now know that I want to teach
in another country; I wouldn’t have discovered that
otherwise,” said junior Krysta Jewette, who participated in
the program. “he world has so much to teach you, you just
have to be open to receive it.”
Despite the language barrier, Jewette said students
interacted and traded skills with the BriBri Pa Kaneblo, an
indigenous community, by living in the area for a few days.
Besides staying in the district, students and faculty resided

in ecolodges and hotels that promoted tourism.
Junior Kevin Napier, another student on the trip,
said, “Studying abroad is one of the most eye-opening
experiences.”
For Napier, the chance to study abroad was life changing,
especially after learning about the deforestation in the
1990’s and being able to experience, irst-hand, the changes
made since.
“I now have a much better understanding of a completely
diferent culture,” he said.
Many of the students said they enjoyed visiting with the
BriBri Pa Kaneblo’s village. While learning about the
culture, all three students said the group also interacted
with the children, playing soccer and other games.
“Even though they were a developing country and didn’t
have all the modern amenities in the U.S., they were much
happier than we are and they enjoy life to the fullest,” said
senior Alton Coleman.
he trip was available to any of the students attending

Longwood University, even though it was an economics
course led by Dr. Melanie Marks. Some of the students
didn’t have a background in economics and were pursuing
and continue to pursue other majors, while others were
economics majors. his particular study abroad program
was meant to show students a real economic system, while
also exposing students to a diferent environment.
Napier, Coleman and Jewette said they plan to either
study abroad again or teach in other countries after the
ten-day excursion trip. From visiting the village, Jewette
learned how diferent children are in each country. She
believed she picked up a few teaching techniques from the
experience.
“I would love to go to the Philippines next,” said Coleman.
“I would want to see if my experience there would be similar
to my experience in Costa Rica.”

Jan. 23, 2017
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Society prepares students for legal realm
by David Pettyjohn
A&E Staff
@PettyjohnDavid

Seniors Jason Dryer and Danielle Michael
may only have one semester left, but they
are working to leave a lasting impact
on Longwood’s community of aspiring
lawyers.
As the Pre-Law Society enters its second
year of existence, Dryer, the society’s vice
president, said the society continues to
prepare kids for law school.
“We’re trying to prepare kids for law
school, so we have a lot of law schools come
in, usually from the Virginia area, to come
and talk to us about our admissions process
and how that works,” Dryer explained. “But
we also have people who work in the legal
ield.”
In the past, they’ve hosted admissions
counselors from law schools from Virginia
and North Carolina, including Washington
and Lee, George Mason and Appalachian
State.
Later this semester, Dryer said one of

his friends who works in law enforcement
will come speak to the Pre-Law Society.
In February, the Prince Edward County
Commonwealth’s Attorney Megan Clark
will come to speak with the organization.
Dryer noted they focus on the legal realm
of current events, and emphasized that
“politics and law kind of go hand in hand.”
Michael, the Pre-Law Society president,
added, “During this whole last semester, the
election process, we had a lot of discussions
about that. Just basically anything in the
current world.”
Dryer and Michael joined this
organization last year as one of the irst few
members. Two years later, the organization
has grown to 15-25 members.
While the Pre-Law Society mainly consists
of pre-law majors, they are also branching
out into other related departments,
such as the history and criminal justice
departments. It is an organization that

is open to everyone, regardless of their
concentration or major. Society members
who are not pre-law majors can also get
involved through the society’s events and
their discussions of current events.
“Anybody on campus can be in the society.
You don’t just have to be political science or
pre-law,” said Michael.
With only a few months of their
undergraduate education left, Dryer and
Michael are thinking about their own
futures while planning the Pre-Law Society
events.
Michael said she is currently applying
to law schools, and she interned over the
summer for the law irm Patten, Wornom,
Hatten & Diamonstein under Lindsay
Carney, a real estate business lawyer in a
Newport News. She said that she really
enjoyed the work, and that it reminded her
of the work her father does.
“My father actually owns a lancer bank

business, and what Lindsay did kind of
correlated with what my dad did, and I’ve
worked for my dad for the past ive years in
the oice,” said Michael.
Michael said she liked how the Pre-Law
Society opened opportunities for her when
applying to law school.
“I love how, not only can I help other
students with the law school admissions
process, it’s also helped me a lot,” she said.
“Being just a member last year has helped
me through the admissions process that I’m
in now, and it’s just been a great refresher.”
Dryer said he’s looking for a career in law
enforcement as a police oicer.
“If I don’t get into law enforcement in the
next couple of years, then yeah, I probably
will end up going to law school,” he said.
Moving from biweekly to weekly meetings
since it irst began, the Pre-Law Society
meets each hursday in Rufner Hall, room
256 at 5:30 p.m.
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Top ive best ilms of 2016
by Jacob DiLandro
A&E Staff
@longwoodrotunda

These are the oical posters for The Rotunda’s top three ilms.

As 2016 has ended, the time to look back
on the year in movies has come. Some were
great, some were not. Some divided people
while others brought people together. As
the Globes have occurred and nominations
for the Academy Awards are around the
corner, we bring to you a list of the Top 5
Best Films of 2016:
5) “Deadpool”
From the very irst moments with
“God’s Perfect Idiot,” the biggest things
“Deadpool” got right are the tone and
characters. Surprisingly beneath all the
anatomy jokes and gore, there was a movie
about cancer. he ilm delivered a story
about pride, yet even with those seemingly
deep themes, it managed to be fun and
remain in the spirit of its characters. By
the end of this Marvel hit, you’ll be in love
with the bloody, but sure-hearted character
of Deadpool.

4) “Moana”
For their newest animated ilm, Disney
has done something unanticipated: made
a ilm that surprised its audience. he best
way to describe this movie, with it’s almost
photorealistic animation and instant classic
songs from Lin Manuel Miranda- is that
it deied the audience’s expectations. From
beginning to end, the script is lipped on
what a typical Disney ilm is. Princess is
used almost as a curse word, and there is
never a suitor or a marriage for Moana. he
movie isn’t about becoming a bride, but
about becoming a chief. his ilm easily
sailed right into our hearts.
3) “he Nice Guys”
Welcome to the 21st century, where
nostalgia is the name of the game. But can
an action comedy set in the ‘70s, based
around the porn industry, and from the
director of movies that created the buddy

cop genre be any good? Yes. It can also
be the best written, and funniest movie
of the year. With Russel Crowe and Ryan
Gosling giving Oscar-worthy performances
with instant chemistry, not only does the
ilm remain funny, but the audience is
never ahead of the characters. his isn’t a
movie where you can guess the ending, it
is a mystery ilm with legitimate mystery,
leaving you smiling and satisied.
2) “Kubo & he Two Strings”
Kubo is the best animated ilm seen all
year. A straightforward plot dug deeper
about storytelling and emotions. Kubo is a
great character brimming with personality
and charm, despite hardships. he ilm
shows people coming together for the
greater good, and how friendships can be
forged and become closer through adversity.
Not all stories have happy endings, but
Kubo shows why we still love them.

1) “La La Land”
Not since the 2011 black and white ilm,
“he Artist” has a movie so efortlessly
captured the feeling and style of classic
ilms. Even with the incredible art direction
and toe-tapping original numbers, the
movie succeeds where few other ‘tribute’
ilms have by being an inspired ilm in
its own right. Ryan Gosling and Emma
Stone’s performances are reminiscent of
actors from a bygone era. “La La Land”
feels like a musical that could have come
out with the 1952 musical ilm, “Singin’ in
the Rain.” Simply put, “La La Land”- with
its artistry and classic ilm tones- is the best
movie of the year. See it immediately.

JAn. 23, 2017
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Shifting culture through music
Three artists that impacted music culture in 2016
by Richie Kamtchoum
Asst. A&E Editor
@richiepbm

In a year that seemed to take away an
unreasonable number of cultural igures
and celebrities, 2016 also brought cultureshifting music in light of what the general
public perceived as a tumultuous 12 months.
Music has long been the bridge between
culture, politics, style and movements, and
in 2016 especially, urban music catapulted
to the forefront of many conversations with
numerous critically-acclaimed works.
Many artists left an indelible impact
on the scene in 2016, namely artists such
as Solange Knowles, Frank Ocean, YG,
Bruno Mars, Bon Iver, Lady Gaga, Ariana
Grande, J. Cole and Childish Gambino- to
name a few. A notable exception is Kanye
West, who always seems to be in the middle
of any conversation surrounding American
culture, but is absent from the group of
three artists who created moments that had
the biggest impact on the year in retrospect.
Perhaps the most popular artist in music
currently, Drake released his fourth studio

album “Views,” which was the most
anticipated and highest-selling album of
the year. It’s not just the album’s commercial
impact with hits such as “One Dance” and
“Hotline Bling” - but also the genre shift
that Drake seemed to single-handedly
create.
Beginning with the album’s rollout, the
album’s cover, a picture of Drake sitting on
top of the CN Tower in Toronto resonated
because of the lofty heights he had reached
while also immediately becoming a meme.
Drake mastered the social media era and
used meme-culture to his advantage, as the
“Drake sitting on things” meme became one
of the many social media trends of the year.
he album also became the irst to crack
one billion streams on any one platform,
oicially ushering in the age of streaming.
Although still lesser known than Drake,
Chance the Rapper broke out in 2016 after
having debuted in the scene four years prior.
he Chicago native’s stream-only mixtape,

“Coloring Book” broke barriers and helped
Chance become the face of independent
music. Without being signed to a major
label, the 23-year old became the irst artist
to have a stream-only album accumulate
enough plays to enter the Billboard 200,
slotting in at number eight.
Besides the impact Chance had as an
independent act, the artist’s gospel-tinged
album received universal acclaim and was
the sound-track to a revival in religion
within the urban music community.
Coloring Book touched on the murderrate in Chicago, freedom from large
corporations, the Black Lives Matter
movement and the presidential campaign
of Donald Trump.
In relation to some of the themes covered
on Coloring Book, Beyoncé’s “Lemonade”
covered similar topics while also touching
on themes of inidelity and womanhood.
Expanding on her previous album, Beyoncé’s
“Lemonade” had an accompanying hour-

long visual album that premiered on
HBO, ultimately receiving Grammy and
Emmy nominations for the work.
he conversation started at Super Bowl
50, where Beyoncé debuted her sociallycharged single “Formation” with dancers
dressed in Black Panthers attire. In a year
illed with social igures making political
stances, namely Colin Kaepernick’s
kneeling during the National Anthem,
Beyoncé became the irst and most notable
igure to champion a movement in 2016.
While all three artists brought something
diferent to music in 2016, each artist and
their accompanying project seemed to
transcend music and truly shift culture.
In comparison to the events that occurred
throughout the year, music became the
voice of a culture on the brink of explosion.

Review: ‘La La Land’
Pure movie magic
by Jacob DiLandro
A&E Staff
@longwoodrotunda

From the director of the crowd favorite ilm of 2014 and
triple Oscar winning ilm, “Whiplash,” came another
music-obsessed ilm, “La La Land.” his movie isn’t just
drenched in nostalgia for bygone Hollywood musicals- it
feels like it could be one.
Staring Emma Stone as Mia, an up-and-coming actress
working as a barista on the Warner Bros. lot, and Ryan
Gosling’s character, Sebastian, a down on his luck Jazz
pianist with aspirations for owning his own club. he
movie follows their dreams and romance throughout the
course of a year.
From the very beginning, with a classically styled
“Summit Entertainment” logo and the proud display of
“ilmed in CinemaScope,” it’s clear that this ilm loved
musicals. Musicals speciically from the stylistic era of the

1952 hit ilm “Singin’ in the Rain” - and while it’s one thing
to be nostalgic and pay tribute- it is another entirely to still
triumph as a ilm on its own.
Triumph it does. Every musical number and scene feels
like a technicolor burst of whimsy. Not only is the ilm
visually appealing, but Gosling and Stone’s portrayal of
their respective characters feel as actors from a vintage era,
tap dancing and singing in every scene, while still having
the gravitas required for smaller, more dramatic moments.
“La La Land” feels like a dream. Warm colors and an
overall blue palette makes the ilm feel as the kind of
movie that lays right in the sweet spot of thinking about it
without feeling the need to over analyze it. Doing a delicate
balancing act of showing the silver screen dreams of the
past and present, while still understanding that things

aren’t always sunshine and rainbows, the ilm is authentic;
almost as if this world, where people dance and sing on top
of their cars, really exists.
Any more speciics of what makes this ilm great are far
too diicult to describe due to spoilers, but nevertheless,
“La La Land” feels like a ilm that shouldn’t exist, given
our age of modernity. It’s the type of movie that doesn’t
get made anymore, and the fact that it does exists and is so
pure- astounds. “La La Land” is not only the best movie I
have seen all year, it is the best movie I have seen in many
years.
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Spring for the arts
Upcoming events look for as the spring semester begins
by Miriam Loya
Contributor
@miriamsloya

O F F I C I A L PL AY P OS T E R

With the beginning of a new semester, comes the beginning of many things to look
forward to in the world of arts. From new art exhibitions to concerts and theatrical
productions- here are a few things to look forward to as our spring semester unfolds:
In Music:
Having a music department as well-rounded as Longwood University’s is quite the
blessing, given the endless possibilities to experience live music of all sorts of styles.
To begin with, for the month of January, the James String Quartet with Lisa Kinzer on
piano will be performing in the Molnar Recital Hall on Jan 27 at 7:30 p.m.
On Friday, Feb. 3 in Longwood’s own Jarman Auditorium, the music department will
present to us a performance by the Richmond Symphony Orchestra at 7:30 p.m. As an
added bonus, if you’re one of the irst 200 Longwood students, you can be admitted for
free. Otherwise admission is $20.
Later in the month on Feb. 23, there will be a Black History Month Recital at 3:30 p.m.
he location is pending, and on Feb. 28 at 7:30 p.m. he Chamber Music Concert will be

performed along with Caladh Nua, Irish Ensemble in Jarman Auditorium.
On March 2 at 7:30 p.m., there will be a Wind Symphony Concert with the Randolph
Henry High School Band in Jarman as well as a Choral Pyramid Concert on March 17 at
7:30, also in Jarman.
A few concerts to look out for include the Wind Symphony & Jazz Ensemble Concert
on April 18 at 7:30 p.m. and the Men’s & Women’s Choirs Spring Concert on April 24 at
7:30 p.m., both in Jarman.
Finally, be sure to stop by the Farmville United Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m. on April
27 to see the Camerata Singers & Chamber Singers Concert.
In visual arts:
With the Longwood Center for Visual Arts (LCVA) right in the heart of downtown
Farmville, there are, as always, several exciting events coming up at this home for art.
For starters, after a long and turbulent election season, the original work of students
that attended various campaign events is currently on display. From being present at more
informal gatherings such as rallies, to the irst presidential debate at Hofstra University
and of course, the vice presidential debate that Longwood played host to- students were
able to gain a irsthand look at the workings of documenting democracy; thus inspiring
the exhibitory title, “On the Campaign Trail.” hough the exhibition will only be up until
Sunday, Jan. 29, so make plans this week to stop in and view your student’s, peer’s or
friend’s work.
As for upcoming exhibits- new displays will be coming to the LCVA this spring beginning
with a reception for the irst of two on Feb. 19 at 2 p.m. for the new exhibition entitled
“Start with Art, Learn for Life: he Annual Area Youth Art Exhibition.” he second is
entitled “Point of Departure” with an opening reception on Saturday, April 8 at 5 p.m.
In heatre:
If there is one form of art that Farmville is lourishing in, it’s theatre. With the recently
established Illyria heatre Company, Waterworks Players and the many productions from
Longwood’s theatre department, there is an abundance of theatre to look forward to.
IIllyria heatre Company (ITC) in tandem with Waterworks Players brings to us the
romantic drama, “Last Train to Nibroc.” he production will star Illyria’s co-founder and
Longwood Professor, Lacy Klinger as May and Peter Surace- a professional touring actor
from Scotch Plains, NJ as Raleigh for one night only on Saturday, on Feb. 18 at 8 p.m.
hen the following week will open Longwood’s sole musical of the season: “You’re A
Good Man, Charlie Brown” directed by Ronda Scarrow, staring senior theatre education
major, Allen Coates as the one and only Charlie Brown.
In the next month of March, Farmville will see Longwood’s underground theatremeaning student designed, directed and presented- yearly production of “Zero to Zixty,” a
performance of the 11th annual playwrighting festival beginning on March 23.
Following this will be yet another popular musical coming to the area, but this one will
be produced and performed by the Waterworks Players. “Legally Blonde: he Musical,” a
sure hit among all crowds in the area will be directed by Longwood’s Director of Web &
Social Content Mary Jo Stockton and will open the weekend of March 31.
In April ITC will bring “Miss Electricity,” a family-friendly show about a ‘sparky’ tenyear-old named Violet who gains extraordinary powers after being struck by lightning, to
Longwood’s Jarman Auditorium on April 4 at 9:30 a.m. and again at 11:30 a.m.
Finally to inish of the school year, Longwood’s theatre department brings to us the
comedy, “Table Manners” directed by Bruce Speas to be performed beginning on April 12.
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{Pronounced: row • ton • yun (noun); a ridiculous argument column}

IT’S QUESTION TIME
Her answers

His answers

by Cassie Tagert
Copy Editor
@TheRotonion

by Austin Berry
Layout Editor
@austinoburrito

Q1: “I’m all alone in the middle of the
ocean being approached by a hunchback
whale. How can I convince the whale not
to eat me?”
Hello stranded stranger,
First of all, thank you for taking the
time out of your busy schedule to send us a
Facebook message detailing your dilemma.
I’m sure with all the time you spend trying
to dissuade the whale from eating you, it’s
diicult to ind a moment to communicate
with sarcastic advice columnists.
As for your predicament, it’s imperative
that you know hunchback whales are
extremely dangerous. Unlike their cousin
the humpback whale, hunchback whales
travel with their bodies constantly forming
an angle, with one eye bigger than the
other, and they are generally shorter due
to their hunched backs. Due to this unique
body shape, they have diiculty hunting,
and whenever they ind a stranded body in
the ocean, they are sure to attack.
he best way to avoid being eaten by a
hunchback whale is to cup your hands
around your mouth as if you are about
to shout and make loud, low-pitched
moaning sounds. If you do so successfully,
the hunchback whale will be confused,
thinking there is a possible mate in the
nearby vicinity, and check their Tinder for
any new matches.
While the whale is occupied with suring
the treacherous waves of Tinder, use
whatever clothing you may have to throw
onto the whale’s bigger eye, blinding
them. he whale will feel vulnerable and
embarrassed after being caught dating
online and swim away. hen you will be
free to loat unbothered and alone on the
ocean for as long as you wish. It never fails.

Q2: “I have these two friends, and they
are best friends. I ship them and want to
see them get together and become the hot
lovers I know they are truly meant to be.
How do I get them to inally admit their
true feelings for each other?”
One of the most important aspects in a
romantic relationship is that the two parties
have an emotional connection. Luckily
in your scenario, your friends are friends
with each other, and thus, have already
established that emotional link. So now, all
you really need to do is to get them alone
with each other.
One way to get your two friends together is
to set the mood. Invite them to your house/
apartment/car/cardboard box, and leave
them there with some romantic ambiance.
If you need help setting the mood, a good
idea is to play some Marvin Gaye records
really loudly with rose petals strewn around
the room and light some pumpkin spice
scented candles. No true college student
can resist the allure of pumpkin spice.
For a little extra garnish, you can sprinkle
coupons around your apartment. he couple
will be elated to ind so many new ways to
save will make them instantly bond. If you
think they will be particularly reluctant
to bond, you can leave student loan bills
lying around as well. his will cause them
emotional distress, which experts say is the
quickest way to get two people to connect.
If you follow my advice step by step, you
should come home to your two friends
staring lovingly into each other’s eyes,
whispering the lyrics to “Let’s Get It On”
while rolling in piles of rose petals and
coupons. hen and only then, hot lovers
they will be.

Hello all ive of you readers out there, and
welcome back to the Rotonion! It’s been a
while hasn’t it? I’m going to go ahead and
save you the “new year, new us, a lot has
changed (insert political joke)” bs, mostly
because I am too lazy to write a coherent
intro, but also because I am excited for the
Rotonion’s new feature!
You see, normally Cassie and I struggle
endlessly to ind a topic every week. Mainly
because she won’t let me do pirates versus
ninjas or burritos versus tacos, but it’s also
because coming up with stuf to write
about is HARD. So, this week, we are
letting you (if you exist) decide. We at the
Rotonion are now taking questions, which
we will prepare, cook and serve to you as
a delicious platter of answers and advice.
You’re welcome.
Q1: “I’m all alone in the middle of the
ocean being approached by a hunchback
whale. All I have left are the contents of my
purse. How can I convince the whale not
to eat me?”
his. his is a perfect question. It’s
applicable to everyday life, as relatable as
the Jennifer Lawrence pizza meme and a
perfect platform for my beautiful answer
house.
So, irst of, you’re in luck - because unlike
humpback whales, which are the size of a
school bus of it’s diet, hunchback whales
are actually quite small. Not much bigger
than a platypus as it happens. SO, there

is no need to convince the whale not to
eat you. Even if it were a humpback, still
not an issue. hey only eat krill. At least
that’s what “Finding Nemo” taught me. I
would focus on getting out of the middle of
the ocean, as that seems to be the biggest
problem.
Also, is this happening now? How did
you write to us? Do you need help? Should
I call Tom Hanks? He has experience with
this kind of thing.
Q2: “I have these two friends, and they
are best friends. I ship them and want to
see them get together and become the hot
lovers I know they are truly meant to be.
How do I get them to inally admit their
true feelings for each other?”
Well, as I am completely and totally
unqualiied to give relationship advice,
seeing as I completely suck at them, here
is my advice.
Kidnap them, lock them in a room for
days, weeks, months, etc. and just see what
happens. Something will develop I’m sure.
I hope that helps.
How do you feel about this new format?
Do you have questions that are in need of
answers? Can we help you to unravel the
mysteries of the universe?
Tweet us @heRotonion, and let us know.
Or tell us we suck, whatever loats your
goat.

FOLLOW @TheRotonion
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Why I march

One Longwood student’s experience while protesting in Washington, D.C.
by Brenda Pereira
Guest columnist
@brendalysoine

COURTESY OF BRENDA PEREIR A

Longwood junior Brenda Pereira carried a sign reading,
“No one is free when others are oppressed” as she marched
with fellow protesters during the global Women’s March
on Jan. 21.
Longwood junior Brenda Pereira is the president of the
university’s Hispanic Latino Association, was featured on
multiple news broadcasts when Longwood hosted the 2016
vice presidential debate, and she recently participated in three
protests in the nation’s capital, including one on inauguration
day and the global women’s march the next day.
Jan. 20, 2017. Inauguration Day. I started my route to
Washington, D.C. at 7 a.m. I went with my sign reading,
“No human being is illegal,” and joined the Answer
Coalition alongside many other organizations protesting at
the entrance to Pennsylvania Ave. We acquired a permit
to protest on the inauguration route, but were not allowed
entry due to the size of the group protesting.
he group began marching around 12 p.m. to union
station, where the Black Lives Matter organization set up

base. As I walked into this massive crowd, I was illed with
emotions. All you could see were signs of love and unity,
live music and a sea of ists in the air chanting, “LOVE not
HATE!”
From Union Station we marched to K Street. his is
where the destruction of property occurred. It happened in
the blink of an eye. People who were wearing all black with
masked faces ran through the crowd, and I suddenly heard
glass braking. Immediately afterward, smoke illed the air.
I couldn’t run fast enough and got caught in the smoke.
Breathing became hard and my eyes started shutting. I
was able to get out of the crowds, and looked around to
see everyone’s faces in complete shock. he few friends I
had made while marching were asking, “What happened?
Who did this?”
he smoke cleared, and I turned around to see two cars
with broken windows and writing on them. Everything
went silent.
My group started making our way out of the crowd when
we heard an explosion, and a wall of ire appeared. SWAT
uniformed police oicers pushed us away from the ire for
our safety. he marchers then regrouped, sitting away from
the chaos, and began chanting, “Peace!”
I marched today because I refuse to normalize the
misogyny, Islamophobia and the blunt racism Donald
Trump built his campaign on. While there were a few who
demonstrated their intolerance in an unacceptable way,
causing destruction and mayhem, there were hundreds who
stood against them and voiced their concern in a peaceful
manner.
January 21, 2017. Donald J. Trump’s irst full day as the
president of the United States of America. I made way back
up to D.C. for the Women’s March. However, this time it
was nearly impossible to enter the city.
My family and I parked as close as we could and walked
with groups of people across the bridge from Virginia
to Independence Ave. he crowds were illed with pink.
People from all backgrounds, movements, religions,
ethnicities and sexual orientations came together.
For me, it was a moment I will never forget. Looking
around at thousands of people standing for unity was
breathtaking. his is America. Incredible speeches from
strong women, including Scarlett Johansson, America
Ferrera, Alicia Keys, Ashley Judd, Sophie Cruz, Linda
Sarsour and many more, illed the streets of D.C. with
empowerment.
he Women’s March was never a rejection of President
Trump, but instead a loud, “I stand with you!” to women,
Muslims, immigrants, Black Lives Matter and so many

more. he Women’s March remained peaceful all over the
world and will go down in history.
As an activist, my participation in these protests and
marches are rooted from a place of hope. his has become
more than politics, more than Democrats vs. Republicans,
more than who won. It is a movement of humanity. In a
time where social media gives everyone a voice, it has
become impossible to remain silent.
I encourage everyone to become more involved. Stand up
for what you believe. You are not alone. You matter.
“In the end, we will remember not the words of our
enemies, but the silence of our friends.” – Martin Luther
King Jr.
With so much love,
Brenda Pereira
Opinions relected in this piece do not relect those of he
Rotunda.

Hispanic Latino Association President Brenda Pereira
protested on President Donald Trump’s inauguration
day in Washington, D.C.on Jan. 20. Her sign read, “No
human being is illegal.”
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The Beauty Community: Glazed
doughnut era
by Paulina A. Marinero
Opinions Staff
@MarineroPaulina

Judging from social media, apparently
glazing like a doughnut is the new thing.
But, hey, no complaints here. You are
what you eat, right? Working as a retail
advisor in the beauty industry has given
me detailed access on the products we
have been dying to rub on our faces.
he preparation is just as important
as the right product in achieving this
“glazed,” sun-kissed look. Whether
you have dry or oily skin, I recommend
experimenting with this look.
For my dry skin readers, dewy skin is
probably a dream for you. An overly-done
matte look can accentuate dry patches
or lakiness. In order to counteract
this, you would need to douse yourself
in the genius invention of sparkly oil.
Providing a luminous look for dry skin
can camoulage dryness while actually
moisturizing your skin.
Oily skin can also be super frustrating:
in less than 30 minutes, you look like you

just ran a 5K race. Oily skin is known for
its large pore sizes and the ability to bring
out more to the surface of your skin.
Trust me, you too can achieve the
“glazed” look by targeting the speciic
spots between glow and matte. We like
to concentrate our highlight on spots
where the sun naturally hits us, typically
focusing on the bridge of nose, brow
bone, cupids bow (top of lip) and cheek
bone. Fortunately for dry and oily skin,
highlighters are available in liquid and
powder form.
A liquid product I recommend is the
BECCA Backlight Priming Filter. I
purchased mine from Sephora for $38
for 1 ounce. It was lightweight and
worked wonders when it came to creating
a champagne-like sheen beneath your
foundation.
he only problem was it didn’t ill my
pores or even my laugh lines; therefore,
I still use my Smashbox primer before

the BECCA Backlight Primer because
it targets large pores, like my own.
Nevertheless, this primer gave me a
natural glow, great for a long day out.
My all-time favorite powder highlight
is MAC Soft and Gentle. his product
was on sale for $33 for .35 ounces. his
was my most recent purchase and for the
past few weeks, I have not been able to
put it down. his highlight gave my skin
an iridescent, toned-down pearl-esque
look. I found that on days when I went
on casual errands, this highlight gave me
a natural glow; and then, on nights when
I went out, spraying MAC Fix Plus gave
me a bright, wet look to the face.
Dewy skin is an in-style trend and
whether you have dry or oily skin, it’s a
must. It will give you the appearance of
healthy, luminous skin, and who doesn’t
want that? While you’re on the hunt for
your next highlighter, I’ll have myself a
glazed doughnut.
THOMAS WISE | THE ROTUNDA
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MBB: Winter break wears down squad as
Walton emerges
Absences reveal new stars as Lancers’ depth is tested
by Tristan Penna
Sports Editor
@colourlessbeige

While Longwood students were away on
winter break, the men’s basketball team had
ups and downs. Following fall inals, the
Lancers went 5-7 over the six-week period,
capped of by a 76-61 loss at Charleston
Southern on Jan. 21.
Head coach Jayson Gee’s squad wrapped
up non-conference play with four games
before Christmas, with a lone 86-67 win
over Averett on Dec. 14 in the quartet. he
team inished with a 3-8 record in nonconference games.
As they faced a myriad of injuries, including
a broken foot sufered by redshirt junior
forward Damarion Geter, the Lancers’
depth was severely tested. However, players
such as redshirt sophomore guard Isaiah
Walton and freshman forward JaShaun
Smith have emerged as key contributors
over the past month alongside senior guard
Darrion Allen and redshirt junior forward
Khris Lane.
“We’ve lost four really good players,” said
Gee. “And a guy like Isaiah Walton, who
came in to be the backup three-man and is
now the starting point guard, I don’t want
to underscore (his importance).”
“Honestly there’s just been a huge step-up
mentality,” said Allen. “Isaiah Walton had
to step up and be the point guard, and he’s

taken a big role, and we’re accepting him as
the point guard.”
Despite their disappointing start to the
season, Walton and co. began their Big
South schedule with a 79-77 win over
Campbell, courtesy of Allen’s late gamewinning bucket on Dec. 29. hat good form
carried into 2017, as the Lancers started
3-0 in conference play with wins over High
Point and Presbyterian.
But their hot streak swiftly cooled
of, as ive consecutive losses followed,
including the most recent defeat against
the Buccaneers. Walton, Lane, and
Allen each reached double igures, but it
was not enough for a side with only eight
scholarship players at the moment.
“All year we’ve just been trying (to) have
our efort cover up in their (the missing
players’) spots,” said Walton. “I’ve been
doing my best to ill in that job (the point
guard position), and I’m enjoying it. he
coaches are really patient with me at that
spot.”
“I think we’re playing teams whose
advantage is depth,” said Gee. “And that
depth eventually eats into us.”
Now sitting at 6-13, with a 3-5 Big South
record, Gee’s depth was further reduced
with the news that junior guard Kendrick

MARK KUHNKE | THE ROTUNDA

hompson will be academically ineligible
for the remainder of the season. Now
without hompson, Longwood’s remaining
players must work to avoid fatigue in the
home stretch of the season.
“Everybody’s got to step up, and to this
point, they have,” said Gee. “Unfortunately
we haven’t had more points than the other
teams the past few games, but everyone’s
taken it upon themselves to do a little more,
work a little harder in practice, do a bit more
on the ofensive end, and the defensive end,

and I’ve been very pleased
with our efort.”
With just 10 games
remaining before the Big
South tournament, both
the players and Gee are
aware of what the team
needs to improve upon.
“We’ve got to do a better
job rebounding the ball,”
said Gee, whose side was
outscored 20-0 on secondchance points in a 72-60
loss to Radford on Jan. 19.
“We’ve
been
really

struggling with rebounding, our lack
of size, but that’s not an excuse,” added
Walton. “We’ve got to become tougher, be
more disciplined and just box out.”
he Lancers return to action with a home
matchup against their rival, Liberty, on Jan.
26 before embarking on the second half of
conference play.

Jan. 23, 2017
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WBB: Lancers’ strong start fades against sharpshooting Campbell
Camels break out with second half explosion

MARK KUHNKE | THE ROTUNDA

Junior guard Micaela Ellis led the Lancers with 13 points.

Richmond, Va. naive and senior forward Eboni Gilliam atempts a jump shot in Longwood’s 66-54 loss to Campbell.

by Stephanie Roberts
Sports Staff
@stephroberts07

Campbell pulled away from the Longwood women’s
basketball team during a third quarter surge on Jan. 21 in
Willett Hall. he Camels defeated Longwood 66-54 on
the Saturday afternoon contest, dropping Longwood to
3-14 (0-6) and Campbell to 13-4 (5-1).
he Lancers opened up the game strongly and gained
an eight point lead on Campbell in the irst quarter.
Senior forward Eboni Gilliam and junior guard Autumn
Childress both had four points within the irst ten minutes
of the game.
“During the rest of season we have struggled to come out
of the locker room on ire, but I think we did a lot better
today and started of the game a lot stronger than normal,”
said Childress.
At halftime the score was 24-22, but the Camels came
out on ire to start the second half. Campbell outscored the

hosts 24-10 in the third quarter, and outshot the Lancers
24-14 in the paint overall.
he Lancers fought hard until the end of the game closing
the 18 point deicit to a 12 point deicit within the last two
minutes of the game. Freshman guard Khaila Hall tallied
up ive points in the inal two minutes after she completed
three consecutive drives to the basket.
“We fought back every possession until the end, especially
when you saw Khaila driving at the end of the game, there
was consistent ight throughout the whole game,” said
junior guard Micaela Ellis.
Ellis, who played the entire forty minutes, inished the
game with a total of thirteen points, the most on the
team. his was also Childress’s irst game back since the
loss to West Virginia Tech on Nov. 26. As conference play
continues more players will return from injuries.

“We have a lot of veteran players, including Childress,
who are coming back from injuries, I think as this goes a
long they are going to be playing into shape and getting
better,” said head coach Bill Reinson. “I think getting those
veteran players back as we move along in conference games
will help us.”
he Lancers are about a third of the way through their
conference games, and still have twelve games left to think
about before getting into Big South Tournament play.
“I think we need to lock in on what we’re doing defensively,
we have a game plan, it’s just that we need to stick to it,”
said Ellis. “We need to start contesting threes we need to
do a better job of closing out and talking on our switches.”
he Lancers’ next game is a conference match at Winthrop
on Jan. 24, in Rock Hill, S.C.
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Longwood students
spend Saturday serving
Farmville community
Annual MLK service challenge divides 70
volunteers among seven sites
by Halle Parker
Editor-in-Chief
@_thehalparker

While 1.5 million people prepared to march in Washington, D.C. for women’s rights,
approximately 70 Longwood students gathered in the student union ballroom on a gray
morning to honor civil rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr. through community service.
Typically, the Oice of Citizen Leadership and Social Justice Education’s annual MLK
Challenge, starting their MLK celebration week, occurs in tandem with the national
holiday. However, organizers Jordan Bynum and Emoni Evins said they pushed the event
to Saturday for more students to be able to be on campus due to the late start to spring
semester.
“I think for a lot of students, hopefully, this is an opportunity where them to step out
of their comfort zone and do something that they wouldn’t normally do,” said Bynum,
Longwood’s program director of citizen leadership and social justice education.
he student volunteers were divided and sent to seven service sites within Farmville and
Cumberland County, including Habitat for Humanity, three horse ranches and three
nursing homes.
he oice partnered with the Black Student Association (BSA) to organize the event. As
the student coordinator, BSA Vice President Evins said she worked to use feedback from
last year’s post-event surveys to streamline the day and reach out to student organizations.
“It feels more organized this year,” she said, explaining they tightened the schedules.
Larger groups like the men’s soccer program, fraternities and sororities within the National
Pan-Hellenic Council, BSA and service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega participated together,
split between the sites.
According to Evins, the event is typically capped at 100 participants, due to T-shirt
supply and number of service sites available. Bynum added the limit depends on available
funds each year and the number of students expected. his year’s event, not including the
rest of MLK celebration week, cost $1,000-$2,000, she said.
According to Bynum, the main contact for potential service sites, all of the sites who
hosted volunteers had taken part in the MLK challenge in past years.
Evins said, “It’s a weekend, and no one wants to do it in the early more, but community
service is really important. You need to be involved in your community because sometimes I
feel like the community in Farmville thinks that we’re taking away from their community...
and it’s important for them to know that we give back and that we care.”
Holly Manor activities director Francine Smith said the long-term elderly residential
home enjoyed any opportunity for Longwood students volunteer inside their facilities.
“When the Longwood students come, I usually have them do one-on-ones. Or with the
lower functioning residents I have here, they sometimes can’t interact with my regular
activities. So when they (the volunteers) do come, they help use with our low functioning
residents which is great,” said Smith.
One of the horse farms who accepted the volunteers was Glory Reins Ranch, a non-
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Longwood and Farmville volunteers helped expand Glory Reins Ranch’s fence on Saturday.

proit, Christian horse ranch just outside Farmville’s boundaries. Co-owner Robin Warren
said the ranch provides services to people sufering trauma as well as at-risk children.
he ranch’s mission is to heal people through exercises with their horses and other
therapeutic stations within the ranch, she said. Warren and her husband, Kevin Warren,
own and manage the ranch.
“I think with Longwood I just appreciate their willingness to come out and serve at on a
Saturday morning,” said Warren. “It shows them what we do, it allows them to pray for us
and also gives them a resource to use for anybody that they may know in the community
who may beneit from the ranch.”
A mix of Longwood and Farmville volunteers helped the Warrens begin a perimeter
expansion and begin to build a new fence. Another handful of Longwood volunteers
cleaned old horseshoes to be repurposed into picture frames for ranch guests.
Both Smith and Warren said the services they provide rely on volunteers, valuing when
Longwood students reach out to put in hours.
he MLK Challenge ended with group relection and closing remarks within the
auditorium of the Robert Russa Moton Museum, just outside Longwood’s perimeter. he
Challenge will be followed by three other events over the course of the week, including
a guest speaker, movie night and bus trip to the National Museum of African American
History and Culture.
Bynum said, “I hope that irst serve or that week served or however long they served in
college will spark a lifetime of dedication to service.”

